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Peter Rabbit Animation Hop To It Sticker Book
Join the fun with Lily Bobtail with this brand-new activity book! Lily Bobtail is always prepared with her “just in case” pocket, ready for any adventure, and a great friend to Peter and Benjamin. Bursting with
fun, Lily’s new activity book lets kids join the adventure and hop to it with their favorite rabbits—that’s a fact!
Can Peter and friends solve the mystery of his dad's long-lost flying machine? Peter, Lily and Benjamin are very excited to hear about Mr Bouncer's most amazing invention ever - a flying machine that was
crash-landed in Mr McGregor's garden by Peter's father. Peter is determined to find it! But the garden is a dangerous place. Can the friends find the machine and make their escape before Mr McGregor
catches them?
An all-new Roald Dahl story that's perfect for graduation and all of life's special moments! What would happen if you never had to grow up? You never had to become a grown-up with all of the not-fun things
that come with it. No vegetables, no jobs, and definitely no boredom. A largely unexplored format in the world of Dahl, this new picture book about staying young, adventurous, and curious is sure to enchant
and engage fans of Roald Dahl, young and old.
Join Peter Rabbit and his woodland friends as they get up to all sorts of Christmas adventures and festive fun in this jam-packed sticker book. Based on the classic tales by Beatrix Potter, this busy sticker
book will keep little paws entertained for hours, featuring beautiful artwork from Ellie Taylor and over 300 stickers. Having fun completing the word search, finding the jigsaw puzzles pieces to finish a picture,
playing spot the difference and colouring Peter and his friends with your favourite pencils. Merry Christmas from Peter and all his friends!
Follows brave, mischievous Peter and his two friends--loyal and comical Benjamin and, the brand-new character, inquisitive and independent Lily--as they embark on adventures in the big wide world
outdoors
BOARD BOOK. When is bedtime for Peter Rabbit? What time does Jeremy Fisher stop for a butterfly sandwich? Spend the day with Peter Rabbit and his friends to find out, and set the time yourself! The
clock face with clicky hands makes learning to tell the time simple and fun!
Spring is in the air and Peter, Lily and Benjamin are looking for fun! Look inside for colouring, mazes, a yummy Easter recipe and more, all with a sunny springtime theme. With four pages packed with stickers
- some to use with the puzzles and lots more, too. Do all the activities to earn your puzzle-skills award.
Peter, Benjamin and Lily are starting a club - an amazing adventure club! But Mr Tod, Tommy Brock and Old Brown are teaming up too, to set a terrible trap for the unsuspecting bunnies. Will Peter and his
friends beat the beastly band or will it be rabbit stew for supper?

Peter and Benjamin steal some of Mr. McGregor's radishes. Just barely escaping the garden, they find that no where is safe to eat their treats: not home, not Mrs. Tiggly-winkle's
laundry, not Squirrel Camp. And even worse--someone keeps stealing the
Peter and Benjamin Rabbit save the bunny babies from the oven of Mr. Tod, the fox.
Discover the magic of Disney with this fun and fact-filled sticker book with more than 100 Disney stickers. Meet timeless Disney characters like Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck,
as well as newer fan favorites including Moana and Elsa. Find the stickers to fill the spaces and learn all about your favorite characters and movies along the way. With
enchanting images and captions, this sticker book allows fans to learn more about Disney films and characters from the 1920s to today. The Ultimate Disney Sticker Book is a
must-have for any young Disney fan. ©2020 Disney
Hop to It! Sticker BookPuffin
Peter is determined to find the flying machine his father crashed in Mr. McGregor's garden years ago. And Lily and Benjamin are ready to help. Let's hop to it!
Join an unlikely trio for some irresistibly funny antics in this read-aloud gem from bestselling author Mem Fox and bestselling and award-winning illustrator Mark Teague. Once
there was a huge, scary dog. Right? Wrong! But there was a cat. In this zippy, call-and-response-style adventure, a cat and dog are astonished to find a mouse in their house!
The three circle each other while the story sometimes correctly describes their antics—and sometimes doesn’t. Young readers will love participating by pointing out which parts
are right and wrong.
Peter disobeys his mother by going into Mr. McGregor's garden and almost gets caught.
Kids will delight in this witty story of mistaken identity from acclaimed author-illustrator Petr Horácek. Peter and Paul are puffins and the best of friends. But one day Peter gets
lost in a terrible storm, and Paul is nowhere to be found. With the help of a big blue whale, Peter sets out, determined to find his pal. What the pair discovers is that many other
birds match the description Peter gives of Paul, but none are quite like his friend. With gorgeous collage artwork and a lighthearted touch, this fun read-aloud tale will both amuse
and enlighten.
Beatrix Potter's timeless character Peter Rabbit comes to life in a brand new series based on her well-loved children's books. Mischievous, charming and brave, Peter is a hero
who overcomes obstacles, outwits predators and dodges danger on his exciting adventures. Lovingly created in soft pastel hues and set amidst the sweeping landscapes of the
Lake District, The Tale of the Radish Robber sees Peter, Benjamin Bunny and their new friend - a white rabbit named Lily Bobtail - trying to find somewhere safe to enjoy the
radishes they have stolen from Mr McGregor's vegetable garden. But someone else is after them too . . . Who could it be? Is is toothsome Mr Tod? Is it silly Squirrel Nutkin? Or is
it someone much closer to home . . . ? Peter Rabbit is a character that children will be easily able to relate to. To him, like them, friendship is paramount and he is never far away
from fun, mischief and adventure. There are so many extras in here, like a map of the rabbits' secret underground tunnel network, an activity and a certificate. It's full of humour
too and will take the reader right to the heart of the story. There's a map showing where everyone lives, and a chance to get to know the characters too.
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Peter, Lily and Benjamin are the very best of friends. Surely nothing can change that . . . Benjamin thinks Lily is amazing - she knows EVERYTHING! Lily promises to teach
Benjamin about nature and they set off on a nature walk together. Peter is bored - he wants to go on an ADVENTURE, but his friends are more interested in leaves and bugs and feeling left out, he sets off on a radish raid in Mr McGregor's garden. But suddenly Benjamin and Lily are in trouble. It's time for Peter to prove he's a true friend and leap to
the rescue!
Happy Easter! Peter, Lily, and Benjamin are ready to celebrate Easter, are you? Join the rabbits as they dye Easter eggs, play I-Spy on a springtime adventure, and make a
yummy bird-nest recipe! This brand-new sticker activity book is filled with games, puzzles, and more!
Hop into the world of Peter Rabbit and his friends in this charming board book! It's a wild, autumn evening and the Rabbit family is on their way to get a pumpkin. The woods are
windy and dark, but Peter Rabbit is definitely NOT scared. Not even a little bit. But on their walk, there are scary sights, scary sounds, and maybe even a scary somebody out in
the woods. Will the Rabbit family meet some unexpected friends in the woods? A sweet story about friends, this book has a gentle message about facing up to fears of the dark
with a reassuring ending and beautiful illustrations throughout.
Everyone has gone football crazy! It's rabbits versus squirrels. But surely squirrels can't play football, can they?
Everyone has gone football crazy! It's rabbits versus squirrels. But surely squirrels can't play football, can they...? Peter Rabbit and his friends have hit the screen on CBeebies
and everybody wants to join Peter Rabbit's club! So much more than a story - study the map, enjoy the adventure then complete Peter's special skill challenge.
It's Peter Rabbit's birthday, and his friends and family are planning a surprise party. But there's a problem - Mr Tod is trying to stop them! Will they make it to the party on time, or
will the surprise be ruined? Join Peter Rabbit and his friends in this wonderful new picture book, perfect for all fans of the CBeebies show.
Tom Kitten & his sisters, Mittens & Moppet, get into trouble while they are wearing their best company clothes.
As Peter Rabbit gets ready for Easter and the big Easter egg hunt, he visits Ginger and Pickles's shop and Mr. McGregor's garden and sees Jemima Puddle-duck.
Grumpy Old Brown has stolen Peter's journal, left to him by his dad. Peter, Lily and Benjamin and their squirrel friends set off on a TOP SECRET mission to Owl Island to get it back. But when Nutkin is in
danger Peter must make a choice: will he save his precious journal or his special friend?
Join Peter Rabbit and his woodland friends as they get up to all sorts of summer fun in this jam-packed sticker book. Based on the classic tales by Beatrix Potter, this busy sticker book will keep little paws
entertained for hours, featuring beautiful modern artwork from Ellie Taylor and over 300 stickers. Having fun completing the word search, playing spot the difference and colouring Peter and his friends with
your favourite pencils. Hoppy Holidays everyone!
Shhh - this is TOP SECRET! Learn all about how Peter, Lily and Benjamin earned their secret treehouse and what it takes to be a member of the club, as you play the games, colour the pictures and stick the
stickers to win your puzzle skills award.
Mr. Tod wanted to eat Peter Rabbit, Lily, and Benjamin. They needed Squirrel Nutkin's help! Ladybird Readers is a graded reading series of traditional tales, popular characters, modern stories, and nonfiction, written for young learners of English as a foreign or second language. Beautifully illustrated and carefully written, the series combines the best of Ladybird content with the structured language
progression that will help children develop their reading, writing, speaking, listening and critical thinking skills. The four levels of Readers and Activity Books follow the CEFR framework and include language
activities that provide preparation for the Cambridge English: Young Learners (YLE) Starters, Movers and Flyers exams. Peter Rabbit Goes to the Treehouse, a Level 2 Activity Book, is A1 in the CEFR
framework and supports YLE Movers exams. The activities encourage children to practice short sentences containing a maximum of two clauses, introducing the past tense and some simple adverbs.
This inspirational guide to life featuring Peter Rabbit, in the same vein as the Dr. Seuss classic Oh, the Places You'll Go!, is the perfect graduation gift! As Peter Rabbit bounces out into the big, wide world he
will face triumphs and setbacks, hopes and fears. He will meet true friends and fearsome foes, but will always have a home to return to, and a family waiting to hear stories of his adventures. Featuring a
brilliantly rhythmical rhyming text with characterful new illustrations, this new book is set to become a beloved classic!
Beatrix Potter's timeless character Peter Rabbit comes to life in a brand new series based on the well-loved children's books. Mischievous, charming and brave, Peter is a hero who overcomes obstacles,
outwits predators and dodges danger on his exciting adventures. Featuring imagery in soft pastel hues and set amidst the sweeping landscapes of the Lake District, The Tale of the Secret Treehouse sees
Peter and his friends embark on a brave and dangerous quest for a secret clubhouse to escape the clutches of the hungry fox, Mr Tod. To help him on his adventures, Peter is never without his cousin
Benjamin Bunny and their good friend Lily Bobtail. Lots of their friends (and enemies) will be familiar to lovers of Beatrix Potter's timeless animal tales, such as bonkers Squirrel Nutkin, kindly Mrs TiggyWinkle and the scary farmer, Mr McGregor. Peter Rabbit is a character that children will be able to relate to. To him, like them, friendship is paramount and he is never far away from fun, mischief and
adventure. There are so many extras in here. We've borrowed Peter's secret notebook, and put his sketch of Nutkin's crazy squirrel camp in the book too. It's a great picture, and will take the reader right to
the heart of the story. There's also a map showing where everyone lives, and a chance to get to know the characters too.
Meet Benjamin Bouncer! Best friend to Peter Rabbit and Lily Bobtail, Benjamin is the comic relief in the show. He's always hungry, the most timid of the trio, and yet the most loyal friend there is. Benjamin,
Peter, and Lily are ready for another adventure. Let's hop to it!

Peppa loves mermaids, unicorns and dragons! This sticker activity book is packed full of magical creatures and lots of fun puzzles and activities that will keep Peppa fans busy. Help Daddy
Pig transform Peppa's toy horse, Horsey Twinkle Toes into a sparkly, colourful unicorn and join Peppa as she becomes a mermaid at her under-the-sea fancy dress party! Unicorn and
mermaid lovers will adore this sticker activity book. Includes over 50 shiny foil stickers!
This chunky little board book has a sturdy fabric and plastic fastening to fix it to a buggy and is perfect for providing entertainment for the baby on the move. Favourite Potter characters from
Peter Rabbit to Jeremy Fisher are pictured having all sorts of fun. Children will love getting to know the characters in this book.
Say "hello" to Peter Rabbit with this shaped board book, perfect for little hands! Spend a day with Peter Rabbit in this shaped board book as Peter plays outside, meets up with friends, and
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finally gets ready for bed. Cute rhyming text and rabbit-shaped pages make this a new classic book for the smallest fans of Beatrix Potter--and a perfect introduction to the classic world of
Peter Rabbit.
Stealing Old Brown's glasses is really NOT a good idea, but silly Squirrel Nutkin just can't resist! Luckily his good friends Peter Rabbit, Benjamin and Lily are around to help him find them
before the angry owl tracks him down. It's a matter of remembering where he's been and retracing his steps and some of his footsteps are PURPLE . . . Peter Rabbit and his friends have just
hit the screen on Cbeebies. With his taste for radishes and his thirst for adventure, everyone will want to join Peter's gang. Be one of the first with this great value adventure storybook. So
much more than a story - study the map, enjoy the adventure, complete Peter's special skill challenge and fill in your very own certificate! %%%Stealing Old Brown's glasses is really NOT a
good idea, but silly Squirrel Nutkin just can't resist! Luckily his good friends Peter Rabbit, Benjamin and Lily are around to help him find them before the angry owl tracks him down. It's a matter
of remembering where he's been and retracing his steps and some of his footsteps are PURPLE . . . Peter Rabbit and his friends have just hit the screen on Cbeebies. With his taste for
radishes and his thirst for adventure, everyone will want to join Peter's gang. Be one of the first with this great value adventure storybook. So much more than a story - study the map, enjoy
the adventure, complete Peter's special skill challenge and fill in your very own certificate!
Get ready to party with Lily, Peter and Benjamin . . . Jeremy Fisher's concert party is in full swing when Samuel Whiskers and Mr Tod crash in - it's party pandemonium! Can the three friends
save their family and friends from the fearsome fox and his sneaky side-kick?
Rabbit saves the day in a most ingeneous way. When Mouse lets his best friend, Rabbit, play with his brand-new airplane, trouble isn't far behind. From Caldecott Honor award winner Eric
Rohmann comes a brand-new picture book about friends and toys and trouble, illustrated in robust, expressive prints. My Friend Rabbit is the winner of the 2003 Caldecott Medal.
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